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Eric Claussen show Gold production,   

Ebola, a virus has a magGrav field, links up with CO2 Gans doesn't kill the virus, Amino 

Acid Fats link up with both Ebola and CO2 and create one complete plasma, so its 

disabled,  in Universe always balance found doesn't kill,  In Fukoshima Gans reduces 

Gamma doesn't kill it,  the Frog test,  Keshe has Heavy Metal radioactive poisons in his 

body, huge, it shows on the tests but he can still function,  with this technology you still 

see the Ebola but the Gans has linked to it so it has no effect on the body, scientists can't 

understand,  129 Tesla in lab unheard of, confirmed by manufacturer that test is correct, 

these bursts of energy come from beings in the lab release energy, what the environment 

calls upon, created a Sun, In Belgium the Government bombarded them with heavy 

satellite radiation, bought house next door used cell phone to guide, He installed Space 

technology in his house to protect against radiation, it even blocks the traffic noise,  CO2 

packages manufactured,  

Questions: Eric's presentation, has wish to help new Technology come to humanity, 

producing Gold Gans,  The infinity loop of copper Gans key point, the magnets balance 

the state,  pure copper Gans not Gold, ship to China for testing, For testing Gans 6 

parameters, measure in 3 dimensions,   Homeopathy demagnetizing oxygen so doesn't 

bind to copper, Infinity loop, for insomnia, copper wire twist and keep ends open, but for 

plasma nano coated close the loop, it brings balance between soul and physicality,   there 

is a process in eye, a liquid, cause you to see other dimensions,  girl on flight from South 

America blind for about a year, Keshe placed a system on back of head restored vision, 

but she refused vision, blindness gave her attention, her existence got fulfilled,  How you 

see vision, has to do with wish of man, paraterid gland cause liquid in eye to see, (like 

vision of Krishna 9my thought)), see what is common in the soul, same with dreams,  

Glands are part of brain structure, one for emotional other for physical part, when you're 

born destined to die, purpose to develop the soul of man, spread of knowledge across 

Universe,   Purpose of the New Technology, new glands will be developed for this 

purpose, getting ready to see ET's, what kind of people do you want on the spacecraft, the 

bait was the new technology, but want to teach the TOTALITY,  

Liquid can leak out of a sealed system,  Video of Gans forming on wire,  Man can put 

muscles in stand-by, he can feel the Qi moving to shoulders, is that the Gans? Keshe "I 

don't know", lizard can separate part of body and re-grow, man can also do this, Ellia did 

acupuncture on Armand toothache, within minutes disappeared, She has a strong "wish" 

doesn't matter where needles put,  Keshe developed special shoes for healing,  Camelot 

interview,  

 


